Sanford consortium officials also negotiated with their major donor, South Dakota philanthropist Denny Sanford, to provide more money upfront. The group arranged to receive a promised gift from Sanford in a lump sum of $7.25 million now instead of $10 million later.
In Novato, the CIRM facility at the Buck Institute for Age Research has also run into delays. The institute was supposed to match $20.5 million provided by the CIRM. But it couldn't raise the money and is now hoping to get the money from economic stimulus funds from the US National Institutes of Health. If that fails, the institute plans to seek a tax-exempt bond. The CIRM has given the institute a deadline of March 2010 to break ground or risk losing its grant.
As plans crawl along, university partners are gauging how this might affect recruitment. Lawrence Goldstein, stemcell research programme director at the University of California, San Diego, says that the roughly 15 stem-cell researchers recruited in recent years are becoming "landlocked". "Our young people need to expand their labs," he says.
In Santa Cruz, the University of California regents last month bailed the local campus out with $64 million. That will help to pay for a bioscience building to include a stem-cell research floor partly funded by the CIRM. It, too, is behind schedule.
At the University of California, Irvine, administrators called for bids for a new $61-million facility, which involved reusing a plan from an already constructed building. The competition for work was intense and, because it didn't involve new designs, the university ended up getting an extra, incomplete floor added to its building for no extra cost. Peter Donovan, co-director of the campus stem-cell programme, says he'd like to finish the floor and recruit for it too, but can't. "We committed to five stem-cell faculty hires," he says, "but recruitments now are frozen." Nevertheless, the CIRM is pushing ahead to try to lure recruits in the tight fiscal environment. On 20 August its governing board approved $44 million to bring new scientists to the state.
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